LOOK WHAT'S NEW!

MASONRY SAND WITH SILICA SPECS!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sand Particle Size Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Coarse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00-2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Excellent for Top Dressing
* Great as a Constitution Sand
* Local Supply
* High Silica Content
* pH 7.1

MIKE LEITNER

LEITNER COMPANY
where service is our salesman
945 RANDOLPH AVENUE
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55102

(612) 291-2655
DEEP AERIFYING CO.

HAS THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS!!!

We are a custom contractor selling aeration services using the

VERTI-DRAIN®
- Deep Aerification with semi-conventional tines
- Maximum depth of 12"
- Allows you to change the soil profile of your greens

— OR —

TORO HYDROJECT®
- Quality Aerification using ultra high pressure water
- Allows you to aerate any time of the growing season

The two Leading Aerifying Tools being used by the Leading Aerifying Company

WHEN YOU NEED DEEP AERIFICATION THINK FIVE STAR!

1-800-873-1455
Keith Faber

Introducing The Perfect Bag For Greens And Tees.

For overseeding low cut areas and establishing greens and tees, no other fertilizer provides the kind of coverage and nutrient distribution that Country Club 10-18-18 does.

Country Club
10-18-18
LEBANON

Paul Olson
Territory Manager
Roseville, MN (612) 483-4782

Useful Information

Why is a very poor round of golf sometimes referred to as “military golf”? A hacker having an extremely wild day off the tee calls to mind a drill sergeant’s cadence call: “Left-right-left-right!”

Why is the Walker Cup so named? The Walker Cup matches are played between the top amateurs from the United States and Great Britain. The Cup began with an unofficial match the day before the British Amateur Championship in 1921. George H. Walker, president of the USGA, had agreed to provide a cup for the winning team starting in 1922. The newspapers quickly referred to it as the Walker Cup and the name stuck.

Why do golfers yell “fore!” to warn others of an approaching shot? Most experts think the term derives from a warning used by the British Army in battle, which formed ranks of infantry at the front with artillery located in the rear. Before firing a volley, the artillery yelled “beware before” to the infantry, who then lay down to let the cannonballs fly overhead. Shortened to “fore”, the term eventually came to be used by golfers to warn other players of a missile headed their way.

Why are flagsticks all the same height? The USGA recommends that the flagstick be a minimum of seven feet high. Manufacturers generally adhere to this size because of perspective. If flagsticks varied in height from course to course, it would be difficult to judge distance.
HEY ELMER, I HEARD THEY ARE USING A NEW PRODUCT CALLED "ASTRON" ON THE GREENS AROUND HERE!

YEAH ART, IT ALMOST FEELS LIKE THERE IS SOMETHING ALIVE UNDERNEATH OUR FEET!

HEY STAN...WHY DO YOU ALWAYS WIN WHEN YOU KEEP SCORE?

MORE GOLF GAMES HAVE BEEN WON WITH PENCILS THAN WERE EVER WON WITH PUTTERS & DRIVERS.

WE ARE MORE SERIOUS ABOUT OUR PRODUCT AND SERVICE THAN OUR ADVERTISING.

FLORATINE PRODUCTS ARE BIOSTIMULANTS THAT INCREASE ROOT MASS AND DEPTH.

UNIVERSITY TESTED AND PROVEN.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL DAN GABLER AT 612-935-5591
UPPER MIDWEST CALL 1-800-825-8827
STRATE GRAIN CO. INC
1200 MAIN STREET, MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55343
PRODUCTS MANUFACTURED BY F.P.G. MEMPHIS, TN
RAIN BIRD®
FROM TEE TO GREEN AND IN BETWEEN

MAXI® System V
Computer Control System

• POWERFUL MIMS V SOFTWARE AND IBM COMPUTER
• "CYCLE + SOAK" PREVENTS WASTE
• FLOW ZONES
• MAXI SYSTEM V MASTERS OPERATING EFFICIENCY
• ON-SITE WEATHER STATION
• PRIORITY SCHEDULING
• FLO-MANAGER—THE OPTIMUM ENERGY SAVER
• MAXI SYSTEM V SCHEMATIC
• MULTIPLE PUMP STATION CONTROL

ASK ABOUT RAINBIRD FINANCING

ASK ABOUT OUR NEW LINKS MASTER CENTRAL CONTROL SYSTEM...AVAILABLE NOW!

P & H WAREHOUSE SALES

PLYMOUTH
15400 28th Ave. No.
Plymouth, MN 55447
612-559-0057

EAGAN
1971 Seneca Rd.
Eagan, MN 55122
612-687-0282

ST. CLOUD
612-259-6448
The MGCSA Championship at Midland Hills C.C.

Editor’s Note: With the MGCSA Amateur Championship coming up on August 17th and being that the last time members played Midland Hills Country Club was in 1986, Scott Austin CGCS, was asked to kindly refresh our memories about how Midland Hills plays. Best of luck to all participants.

Hole #1 323 yards Par 4
The first hole is short and “straight-away”. Avoid the grove of white and Austrian pines left of the landing area. Deciduous trees, right rough, provide an adequate barrier between the driving range and the good opening hole. The front half of the three-level green had a “face lift” last September thus you will find this green to be slightly slower than the others. Look for a challenging pin placement here.

Hole #2 333 yards Par 4
This dogleg right hole has out-of-bounds along the entire right side. A well-positioned tee shot is critical. A long iron off the tee can be a smart play. Bunkers can be found on both sides of the long, narrow green.

Hole #3 412 yards Par 4
Aim your tee shot at the radio tower in the far distance. The flag pole, behind the green, should help to make your blind approach shot easier. The green is guarded with a bunker short-right and behind the green.

Hole #4 138 yards Par 3
Although this short hole is surrounded with four bunkers, the real challenge is negotiating the sloped green. Watch out, this hole can jump up and bite you!

Hole #5 477 yards Par 5
This par 5 definitely can be reached in two. A well-positioned tee shot should come to rest on the right half of the fairway. The green has two bunkers, one left and right.

Hole #6 528 yards Par 5
That’s right, back-to-back par fives. Highway 280 borders the right property line and offers “instant death” for those who haven’t found a cure for their slice. A well positioned pond (70 yards in front of the green), will make the “big hitters” think twice about going for the green in two. With the prevailing wind out of the southwest, this feat is rarely accomplished.

Hole #7 158 yards Par 3
This par 3 is relatively harmless if you hit the ball straight. Lateral water left, out-of-bounds right. Guard against going over the green or into the “sadistic” pot bunker located short right.

Hole #8 337 yards Par 4
Although your drive must clear “Walsh Lake,” the real challenge to this dogleg right hole lies with your approach shot to this elevated green. You will find the green to slope back to front and be extremely slick.

Hole #9 352 yards Par 4
Take aim at the cluster of cottonwoods 250 yards off the tee. Bunkers left and right of the green, with out-of-bounds for those who venture long of the green. Avoid the right rough and Walsh Lake way right.

Hole #10 559 yards Par 5
The length, coupled with the spruce/pine trees and elevated green, makes this hole as difficult as it is picturesque. Beware of the out-of-bounds on the right-side. You can reach this green in two only “in your dreams.”

Hole #11 422 yards Par 4
This tough, slight dogleg left par four is well deserving of its #1 handicap rating. A well-positioned tee shot towards the “BIG” elm will position you in great shape for your approach to the green. Avoid being long or right of this green.

Hole #12 174 yards Par 3
What you see is what you get. Bunkers surround this green on the left, right and front center. Out-of-bounds will penalize those who venture too far left.

Hole #13 384 yards Par 4
Our only “true” dogleg left hole. Fairway bunkers both left and right. A strategically positioned elm tree (125 yards out from green) guards the left rough and the green side bunkers left and right wait your errant shot.

Hole #14 377 yards Par 4
A good drive will find the left half of the fairway. Beware of “that darn Mugho pine” which occupies the right rough. The “hidden” green is situated 10 feet below the fairway elevation. There are two bunkers 30 yards in front of the green.

Hole #15 338 yards Par 4
This “straight-away” hole is best played just that way - “straight away”! Trouble looms with the lateral hazard on the left. The “heavy-hitters” (boom-boom) who venture long right (240 yards plus) could get wet in #16 pond. Local rules allow for a drop area. Look for a fair, but tricky pin placement.

Hole #16 191 yards Par 3
This is an excellent par three. Make sure that you use plenty of club - it’s “all carry.” Look for another challenging pin placement here.

Hole #17 500 yards Par 5
This hole can be reached in two for those who possess a “cannon.” The green tilts front to back, making it difficult to keep the ball in the front half of the green. Guess where the pin will be located!

Hole #18 343 yards Par 4
This short par four can “jump up and bite you.” The conifers which occupy the entire left and right rough can send you to the nineteenth hole extremely frustrated and disappointed. With the driving range located on the right side, those with that “incurable” slice will have no trouble finding their golf ball providing they tee-off with that “special” yellow golf ball in their bag labeled - range!

Have an enjoyable tournament!
—Scott D. Austin CGCS
Meet Our Tournament Players . . .

Whether you are preparing your course for a major tournament event or satisfying the standards of your members, NORTH STAR TURF can provide you with innovative products and services for improved grooming standards, maintenance levels and player satisfaction.

From concept to creation, call on the players at NORTH STAR TURF to provide the necessary technology to assist you in determining your most effective turf maintenance plans.

NORTH STAR TURF, INC.

3080 Centerville Road
St. Paul, MN 55117
(612) 484-8411
(800) 592-9513

"We Initiate Satisfaction"
INTRODUCTION

Effective managers know the ways to help employees grow and enjoy the rewards of being productive. Clear-cut job definition and levels of authority, participative objective setting, assignments that call for stretch and the full use of the employee's abilities, preparation for additional responsibilities or advancement are a few of the techniques used by effective managers. There is no question but that the individual employee can enjoy job satisfaction and the rewards of performing closer to his/her maximum potential by working for an effective manager. But whether or not we work for an effective manager, the responsibility for controlling our productivity remains with the individual employee.

There are many techniques available today that aid the employee to personally manage his/her job satisfaction and productivity: time management, interpersonal communications and speed reading are but a few. Other techniques have been developed that are based upon the employee being able to recognize and control the kinds of life and job events that can cause frustrations, tensions and anxiety that are not only detrimental to personal health but obstacles to personal productivity on the job.

Most of us are not consciously aware of the negative consequences of frustration, tension and anxiety. However, a direct link has been established between these factors and absenteeism, illness and accidents, poor interpersonal communications, poor decision-making, low motivation and low productivity. It is important to understand that stress in itself is not the culprit.

"Stress is the most important influence in a person's life." This statement was made by Dr. Hans Selye of Montreal's Institute of Experimental Medicine and Surgery, who pioneered the research on stress. Stress is life itself. The most normal and necessary events in our lives are all stressful. Contrary to popular opinion, stress is not something to be avoided.

Distress is caused because the person is simply adapting and responding inappropriately to the things going on about him/her. When the consequences of repeated improper responses are turned back into the body, a wide range of physiological conditions result. Headaches, insomnia, upset stomachs, sinus attacks, heart trouble, diabetes and latent tuberculosis have been linked to excessive stress levels.

Employees who practice stress reduction programs report they are better able to maintain motivation by reducing tensions and anxieties and by consciously managing fatigue. Added benefits are increased energy and productivity plus improved interpersonal relationships.

WHAT IS STRESS?

Dr. Hans Selye states that stress is the salt of life. We are stressed by love, a game of tennis or an exciting TV show. The body is under stress even when we are asleep. The heart continues to pump blood, the digestive process continues, the muscles move the chest in respiration. All of these responses obviously maintain life itself. Stress may be either harmful or beneficial depending on how well we adapt. Even the emotions of fear and anxiety can be beneficial if they are responses to real threat of short duration. The energy that stress brings is healthy only when it is turned toward constructive, meaningful ends.

Everyone experiences stress in the form of tension and anxiety in certain situations. Most people accept this tension or anxiety as a routine part of life's experience. We have all learned to do things that will reduce our tensions or anxieties in immediate situations. Many people will smoke, drink, become angry, leave the situation, place the blame for something on another person or do other things that reduce their effectiveness on their jobs. Some people become very tense when another employee does not perform a job in the manner he/she was told. Mistakes by ourselves or other people can cause us to become tense and we may reduce this tension by becoming angry with someone else.

Our first task is to realize everyone has an optimal level of stress determined by his/her own tolerance. Each of us needs to know our own capacity. You have a personal stress point at which you operate best. If a person goes a little over their optimum level, he or she is irritable, unhappy and simply inefficient.

Going way over one's optimum level, one risks becoming ill or doing involuntary injury to himself or herself. A little below the optimum level of stress and people are not using enough courage or taking enough risks to realize their true potential and enjoying the satisfaction of seeing goals accomplished. Going way below the optimum level one simply vegetates.

There are three stages to the body's response to physical, psychological or social events in our lives:

1. Alarm reaction
2. Stage of resistance
3. Stage of exhaustion

The key to managing stress is found in the Stage of Resistance. Our supply of adaptive energy is limited. We can be consuming our personal supply level through both unconscious and conscious perception of events.

For example, someone may criticize you or threaten you unjustly and you choose to bottle up your anger and resentment over the situation for a long period of time. You are conscious of your anger. You are using your supply of adaptive energy to maintain these negative emotions. Or people may start a job where there is a great deal of noise. The first reaction would be in the alarm stage, where they may find themselves annoyed by the noise. After a period of time they are no longer consciously aware of the sound. All the same, they also are consuming their personal supply of adaptive energy in Stage "2". Each of us is born with a fixed and partly inherited supply of adaptive energy, which we constantly draw upon in the process of living. When it is exhausted, the individual dies. The goal, then, is to control stress and save adaptive energy.

ILLNESS, ACCIDENTS, DEATH

Divorced persons, in the year following the divorce, have an illness rate 12 times higher than married persons. Studies in psychosomatic medicine over the last ten years have shown that feelings of loss are related to disease. The loss of a job,
POLFUS IMPLEMENT’S

Large Area Rotary
More than just a mowing machine!

Shown on John Deere 955 Tractor

- 50 or 60 inch Self-Leveling Deck
- Unitized Main Frame
- 2 Point Coupler (Quick Tach)
- Able to Mow up to 30° Above or Below Horizontal

- 72" - Mid Mount Deck
- 50" - or 60" Wing Decks

Combines for 10 ft. or 11 ft. cut

- Unmatched Maneuverability
- Excellent Serviceability
- Operate Decks Simultaneously or Independently

- Unit Compatible with John Deere 855 & 955 Tractors
- Hydrostatic Drive
- Independent Live PTO
- Available with 4WD for Added Traction

For further details or a demonstration call: Polfus Implement:
New Richmond, WI • (Park Nursery) Stillwater, MN • Hastings, MN 612-439-6776 • 715-246-6565
a social disappointment or a change in home environment may all create excessive stress. In combination with other excessively stressful events, one is very likely to become ill.

Dr. Robert Ader, professor of psychiatry and psychology at the University of Rochester School of Medicine, has studied how factors such as a feeling of helplessness affected diseases ranging from diabetes to cancer. Dr. Ader stated a feeling of helplessness would be one of the psychological factors which would precipitate disease. He explained that conditions are optimal when there is (1) a biological predisposition, (2) a stress that is perceived as a stress and (3) an inability to cope with the stress. Not only do inappropriate stress reactions lead to illness, but they lead to minor and major accidents—even fatalities.

Twenty-eight percent of male drivers involved in fatal accidents have been shown to have had a violent argument in the 6-hour period before the accident. A person's chances of having an accident increases or decreases with the amount of emotional stress. While physical circumstances beyond our control account for a percentage of accidents and illnesses that befall us, the figure is much smaller than many of us realize. Perhaps 85% of accidents and illnesses begin from within because we fail to interpret and adjust successfully to ordinary events in our lives.

FATIGUE

The first sign that we have exceeded our optimum stress level is the feeling of fatigue. Fatigue can simply be thought of as our body or mind saying, "That's enough of this activity... I've had it."

Fatigue may have curious roots. At the Michael Reese Hospital in Chicago, three staff physicians once studied a group of middle-aged executives. These people had started out in their jobs with zest and enthusiasm, but wound up being thoroughly exhausted. What were the main complaints voiced to the doctors? They were: Conflict with business associates, boredom with their jobs, fear of failure. Overwork was never mentioned. In these cases, the doctors concluded that fatigue was a frame of mind.

Dr. Theodore G. Klumpp, writing as a member of the AMA Commission on Chronic illness, has said, "There is no correlation between how hard a person works and the degree of his fatigue. Tiredness—whether physical or mental—is nature's way of warning that the limits of endurance have been reached; yet, in fact, a person has plenty of energy for everything he really wants to do."

Modern Methods for Controlling Stress

There are many techniques for achieving greater relaxation. Physical exercise, Meditation, Behavior Modification, Biofeedback, Transactional Analysis. An article in Business Week, August 23, 1976, details the techniques, time, benefits, pitfalls and cost of all of the above methods plus a few others. The article concludes, "In all these areas of psychological self-help and group training, the only safe maxim appears to be: Find out if it really works before you try it or lay your money on the line."

Physical Exercise

In addition to Dr. Klumpp's work in the area of fatigue as quoted earlier, he is also medical consultant to the President's Council of Physical Fitness and Sports. "It can be yoga, jogging, cycling, or swimming. The point is to do it consistently. The mind and body interrelated and pressured people forget that plain physical exercise helps the state of mind."

Sometimes life becomes almost too much to handle. We all slip occasionally; we perceive a situation in a certain way, and stress that develops is far beyond our optimum level. We reach the point when so many small concerns have accumulated that we can no longer deal with any single one. When that happens, one thing to do is deal with them all at once in physical exercise.

Relaxation Response

Dr. Herbert Benson's book, The Relaxation Response, brings scientific documentation to the reduction of stress by simply practicing the following technique:

1. A Quiet Environment
   One should choose a quiet, calm environment with as few distractions as possible. Sound, even background noise, may prevent the elicitation of the response. Choose a convenient, suitable place—for example, at an office desk in a quiet room.

2. A Mental Device
   The person employs the constant stimulus of a single-syllable sound or word. The syllable is repeated silently or in a low, gentle tone. The purpose of the repetition is to free oneself from logical, externally oriented thought by focusing solely on the stimulus. Many different words and sounds have been used in traditional practice. Because of its simplicity and neutrality, the use of the syllable "one" is suggested.

3. A Passive Attitude
   The purpose of the response is to help one rest and relax, and this requires a completely passive attitude. One should not scrutinize his/her performance or try to force the response, because this may well prevent the response from occurring. When distracting thoughts enter the mind, they should simply be disregarded.

4. A Comfortable Position
   The person should sit in a comfortable chair in as restful a position as possible. The purpose is to reduce muscular effort to a minimum. The head may be supported; the arms should be balanced or supported as well. The shoes may be removed and the feet propped up several inches, if desired. Loosen all tight-fitting clothing.

Eliciting the Relaxation Response

Using these four basic elements, one can evoke the response by following the simple, mental, non-cultic procedure that subjects have used in the laboratory:

- In a quiet environment, sit in a comfortable position.
- Close your eyes.
- Deeply relax all your muscles beginning at your feet and progressing up to your face—feet, calves, thighs, lower torso, chest, shoulders, neck, head. Allow them to remain deeply relaxed.
- Breathe through your nose. Become aware of your breathing. As you breathe out, say the word "one" silently to yourself. Thus: breathe in...breathe out, with "one"...In...out, with "one"...
- Continue this practice for 10-20 minutes. You may open your eyes to check the time, but do not use an alarm. When you finish, sit quietly for several minutes, at first with your eyes closed and later with your eyes open.